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ABSTRACT 
Measurements were made of the drag forces acting on projectile 
noses rotating at zero yaw about an axis parallel to the direction of 
the approaching flow. The noses were rotating in the cavity formed 
at a cavitation number of about 0.29, based upon the approach velocity. 
Thus, only the front portion of the nose was in contact with the water. 
Hemisphere 
Within the limited range of tests made, the drag on a hemispheri-
cal nose decreased w ith an increase in the rotational speed at a con-
stant stream velocity. The magnitude of this drop in drag was essen-
tially independent of the stream velocity. At any stream velocity the 
difference between the drag at a given rotative speed and the drag at 
zero rotative speed was approximately equal to the corresponding 
difference at any other stream velocity. 
The drag coefficient was the same function of the ratio of rotative 
velocity to stream velocity for all conditions. 
Changes in flow conditions at the nose were sufficiently great to 
be observed visually. The sharp ring of separation of the flow at the 
nose when there was no rotation became a somewhat ragged zone of 
separation at the higher rotative speeds. 
The nose was a 2-3/8 in. diameter hemisphere mounted on a short 
section of circular cylinder. Stream velocities of 30, 39, and 55ft 
per sec were used. Rotative speeds ranged from zero to 7200 rpm. 
This corresponds to linear peripheral velocities from zero to 75 ft 
per sec based upon the 2-3/8-in. diameter. 
Truncated Cone 
Measurements were also made of the drag forces acting on a trun-
cated cone whose upstream face was of 1~1/4-in. diameter. This cone 
acted essentially as a disk since the cavity formed at the edge of the 
upstream face. The drag force was constant at each value of stream 
velocity independent of rotative speed. Tests were made at stream ve-
locities of 39 and 50 ft per sec with rotative speeds ranging from zero 
to 7200 rpm. 
Analysis 
Some of the considerations contributing to the observed behavior 
are indicated but no complete explanation has been developed. 
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GENERAL 
Interest in the underwater behavior of spin stabilized projectiles was greatly 
stimulated when tests demonstrated that specific head designs would produce 
stable underwater trajectories. Later work was directed toward developing a 
low drag shape which would still give a stable trajectory. In all of the reported 
investigations the test projectile was fired from a standard rifled gun into an 
open tank. The trajectories were recorded and the drag data were obtained 
from these. 
In order to predict the behavior of projectiles, it is necessary to understand 
the forces which act upon them and to know the magnitudes of these forces. 
Spin stabilized projectiles which are used in underwater warfare will, in general, 
have entered from the air. Their performance will depend significantly upon the 
forces which act at water entry and in the subsequent cavity stage. 
The characteristics of flow about nonrotating bodies under cavitation condi-
tions have been studied),2 "'However, no corresponding information is available 
for spinning projectiles. Apparently the only laboratory invesJigations of bodies 
rotating about an axis parallel to the flow were made in air. 3 • Such force data 
are not applicable to cavitation conditions. Thus, there is need for fundamental 
studies of the forces on spinning shapes in cavitation bubbles. 
PURPOSE 
This investigation was undertaken to determine the forces acting on bodies 
spinning in cavitation bubbles, and to observe the behavior of the flow. It was 
limited to the case of bodies spinning at zero yaw about an axis parallel to the 
flow. Although the intent was to measure both the axial drag force and the spin 
decelerating moment, this report concerns itself only with the drag force. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
Apparatus 
The investigation was made in the High Speed Water Tunnel. 5 This is a 
closed circuit unit, providing for control and measurement of stream velocity, 
working section pressure, and temperature. It is equipped with a 14-in. diameter 
closed working section with lucite windows. The water tunnel balance measures 
three components: the drag in the direction of flow, the cross force perpendicu-
lar to the direction of flow, and the horizontal moment about the support point. 
The balance consists of a vertical spindle supported by a wire suspension system. 
The test object is mounted at the top of the spindle. Hydraulic systems apply 
forces to the lower end of the spindle in the drag and cross force directions. 
These forces are measured by precision gages. A similar system measures the 
moment about the support point. A schematic representation of the force measur-
ing system is presented in Fig. 1. 
A strobotac was used to measure rotating speed in conjunction with a thin dye 
stripe on the test nose. 
* See bibliography at end of this report 
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Ph.otographs were taken with a modified Fairchild K-17 camera. Illumination 
was provided by Edgerton-type flash lamps with flash duration of about 50 micro-
seconds. 
Test Unit 
The test unit consisted of a nose shape mounted on the shaft of a compact 3-
phase, 2-pole induction motor. The motor was rigidly attached to a spindle which 
was, in turn, firmly mounted on the balance spindle. Power was supplied from a 
variable frequency source by wires in the spindle. A sectional view of the motor 
cartridge is given in Fig. 2. 
The motor cartridge and model spindle were shielded from the flow. Only the 
forward section of the nose was in contact with the water under cavitation conditions. 
The arrangement of elements is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. A view of the 
nose, motor, and model spindle is presented as Fig. 4. This unit was mounted rigid-
ly on the balance spindle. Figs. 5 and 6 are photographs of the shielding unit which 
prevented hydrodynamic forces other than those acting on the nose from being trans-
mitted to the balance under cavitation conditions. The assembly of the test and 
shielding units is seen in Fig. 7. Adequate clearance was left between the two units 
to prevent contact and interference. 
The test unit was mounted with its axis parallel to the tunnel axis except for a 
slight nose-up pitch of one minute. This was tolerated because of the mechanical 
requirements of the assembly. Some yaw and pitch were allowed in the shielding 
unit since it was believed that no significant interference with the flow at the nose 
would occur. The spindle shield was yawed about four minutes, counterclockwise 
looking down. The model shield was pitched nose down about seven minutes. 
The m otor cartridge was filled with oil at the beginning of each daily period of 
test work. This was done to help dissipate heat and to protect the windings by keep-
ing out the water during noncavitation conditions. However, oil seeped out and 
water entered through the bearings. Consequently the insulation broke down, forcing 
termination of the program. 
Test Shapes 
From the general principles of the ballistics of underwater projectiles, it is 
known that nose forces, such as found in cavity flow, are destabilizing on all shapes 
except blunt ones. As the rough limits of blunt noses, one can take a disk and a 
hemisphere. Additionally, the hemisphere is an interesting shape because much 
work has been done on hemispheres and spheres under various hydrodynamic con-
ditions. Therefore, a hemisphere and a truncated cone were selected for the experi-
ment. 
An outline of the he~ispherical nose is shown in Fig. 8. It will be noted that it 
c onsists of hemispherical and cylindrical p o rtions . An outline of the truncated cone 
nose is presented in Fig. 9. The 2-3/8-in. maximum diameter of these noses was 
larger than the 2-in. diameter· normally used . This was made necessary by the size 
of the motor cartridge and shield. The outside diameter of the upstream lip of the 
motor shield was 1/8-in. less than the nose diameter . The diameter of the upstream 
face of the truncated cone was d etermined from c onsideration of the capacity of the 
balance and the size of bubble expected. The noses were made of stainless steel and 
polished. 
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Fig. 1 - Diagrammatic Representation of Force Measuring System 
HOLLOW SHAFT 
FOR OILING BEARINGS 
STATOR WINDINGS 
THRUST BEARING 
MODEL SPINDLE 
Fig. 2 - Section through Motor Cartridge 
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MOTOR SHIELD 
MOTOR CARTRIDGE 
I 
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SPINDLE SHIELD 
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TO TUNNEL WALL 
BALANCE SPINDLE 
SUSPENSION WIRES 
FORCE MEASURING WIRE 
Fig. 3 - Outline of Test Unit, Spindles, and Shielding 
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Fig. 4 - Hemispherical Nose Mounted on 
Shaft of Motor which is Rigidly 
Attached to Model Spindle 
Fig. 6 - Exploded View of Shield 
for Motor and Spindle 
Fig. 5 - Shield for Motor and Spindle 
Fig. 7 - View of Rotating Projectile 
and Shield Assembly 
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Fig. 8 - Outline of Hemispherical Nose Fig. 9 - Outline of Truncated Cone Nose 
EXPERIMENTS 
General 
In order to obtain meaningful information, it was decided to take all data at a 
constant value of the cavitation parameter, 
K 
p - Py 
2 ' 
p'!_ 
2 
in which, for any consistent system of units, 
K = dimensionless cavitation number 
p = pressure in undisturbed flow in working section 
pv = water vapor pressure at temperature of cavity 
p = mass densitv of water 
V = velocity of undisturbed flow in working section 
The nominal value of the cavitation number was selected as 0.29 since this produced 
a bubble large enough to clea,r the remaining portion of the nose and most of the 
motor shield. In this manner the forward portion of the nose was the only part of 
the spindle-supported unit which was subjected to hydrodynamic forces. The actual 
values of the cavitation parameter differed somewhat from the selected nominal 
value in the direction of a larger bubble in order to obtain stable conditions. 
Hemispherical Nose 
Measurements were made with the hemispherical nose at stream velocities of 
30, 39, and 55 ft per sec. At 39 and 55 ft per sec data were obtained for both di-
rections of rotation. Only one direction of rotation was used at 30 ft per sec. Ro-
tative speeds of from zero to 7 200 rpm were used. This corresponds to rotative 
linear velocities from zero to 75 ft per sec based upon the maximum diameter. 
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Truncated Cone Nose 
Measurements were made at stream velocities of 39 and 50 ft per sec in both 
directions of rotation. Rotative speeds from zero to 7 200 rpm were used. 
RESULTS 
Truncated Cone Nose 
The data on drag force vs. rotative speed are presented as Fig. 10. It is seen 
that the drag force at a given approach velocity is independent of the speed of ro ~ 
tation of the nose. The data are consistent from the standpoint that the measure .. 
ments for both directions of rotation fall on the same curves. The drag force is 
13.2 lbs at 39 ft per sec and 21.1 lbs at 50 ft per sec. 
- -
The nose was enclosed in a clear, glassy bubble, similar to that shown in Fig . 
. 1.1 for a square-end cylinder. Rotation did not produce any observable change in 
the bubble. Other aspects of the investigation indicate that no appreciable energy 
of rotation was introduced into the water by this nose. 
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Fig. 10 - Drag vs. Rotative Speed for Truncated Cone Nose at K = 0.26 
Fig. 11 ~ Clear, Glassy Bubble Produced by Square End Cylinder 
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Us i ng the expression 
p 
D = Co A 2 V 2 , in which in any consistent system of units, 
D = drag force 
CD= dimensionless drag coefficie nt 
A = a.rea based upon diameter of selected cross section 
P = mass density 
V = velocity of the undisturbed stream 
(CD) 1 = drag coefficient when A is based upon the maximum diameter of the nose 
(CD) = drag coefficient when A is based upon the area of the upstream 
2 face of the nose 
Using the average experimental values of velocity, 
at V = 39.2 ft per sec, (C~\ = 0.29, (CD) 
2 
= 1.04 
V = 49.5 ft per sec, (CD) 
1 
= 0.29, (CD) = 1.04 
2 
Since the measurements were made at the same value of the cavitation parameter, 
0.26, it was expected that the coefficients based upon given areas would be inde-
pendent of the stream velocity. 
This nose acted as a circular disk of the diameter of its upstream face since 
the flow left the body at the edge of the face. It has been shown° from theoretical 
considerations that the drag coefficient of a body in a cavity can be evaluated ap-
proximately from knowledge of the drag coefficient at zero cavitation number and 
the cavitation number at test conditions. Thus 
' in which C:n = drag coefficient at cavitation number K, {CD}o = drag coefficient 
when K = u; F~ a circular disk, a theoretically determinecfvalue of 0.805 has 
been presented for (CD)0 . An experimentally determined value of 0.79 is pre-
sented in. reference 6. Using the theoretical expression and the experimental 
value of 0.79 for (CD)0 , CD is calculated as 1.05 to compare with the measured 
values of 1.04. 
Hemispherical Nose 
Drag force vs. rpm curves for the hemispherical nose are presented as Fig. 
12. The striking fact in these curve.s is that the drag force drops as the rotative 
speed is increased. Although the data scatter somewhat, there is an unmistakable 
decrease in the drag force with increase in rotative speed. The data for both di-
rections of rotation at each of the velocities of 39 and 55 ft per sec define es-
sentially the same curves. Data for only one direction of rotation were obtained 
at 30 ft per sec. · 
When the drag data for the three velocities are compared by superposing the 
maximum drag points, at zero rpm, it is seen that the change in drag is a function 
only of the rotative speed and not of the tunnel velocity. This is shown in Fig. 13 . 
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Fig. 12 - Hemispherical Nose 
Rotation Decreases the Drag Force 
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Drop in Drag Caused by Rotation is Proportional Approximately 
to the Square of the Rotative Speed 
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As a first approximation, the change in drag is proportional to the square of 
the rotative speed. This is deduced from Fig. 14 in which the log of the decrease 
in drag is plotted against the log of the square of the rotative speed. The points 
shown correspond to values represented by the curve of Fig. 13. 
11 
These results indicate that rotation is causing modification of the flow at the nose. 
The change in flow pattern may be observed visually as seen in Figs. 15 through 17. 
It will be noted that the photographs are presented in order of increase of the ratio 
Ql /v of rotative speed to stream velocity. That the ratio Ql/v is an important flow 
parameter will be shown later, and can be seen from the photographs. At low values 
of this parameter, the flow separated along a relatively regular line. As its value 
increased, the line of separation became irregular and, finally, jagged. The flow, 
which originally separated at one latitude, now separated over a range of latitudes. 
In fact, the aft separation point moved off the hemisphere onto the cylinder in some 
instances. The separation pattern remained fixed with respect to the nose for each 
condition. 
Since the drag is a function of both the approach velocity and the rotative 
speed, the definition of a drag coefficient ·for the case of rotation should include 
the two factors. Furthermore, it should be rational in being determinate when 
either velocity goes to zero. Such a coefficient is obtained by making the drag a 
function of the square of an absolute velocity whose components are the undisturbed 
stream velocity and the peripheral velocity at the section of maximum diameter. 
Thus we have the expression 
D 
p 
• Co -2 Ao < v 2 + r 2 , •• z ) . h . 
..., 1n w 1ch, in any consistent system of units, 
D = drag force 
CD= dimensionless coefficient of drag 
P = mass density of the liquid 
AD= area based upon the diameter at the maximum cross section 
of object 
V = velocity of the undisturbed flow in the working section 
r = radius at maximum cross section of object 
(t) = rotational speed, radians per unit time 
When this drag coefficient is calculated and values for all conditions o~ approach 
velocity and rotative speed are plotted against the ratio of the rotative speed to 
approach velocity in terms of 6J/V, the points define a smooth curve, except for 
(.&) /V = 0. That curve is presented as Fig. 18. The drag coefficienl ~t zero rpm 
shows a slight dependence upon velocity. Other experimental data ' indicate a 
value of CD of 0.39 at a cavitation number of 0.30 without rotation. 
It is to be remembered that the values of C obtained in this investigation re-
fer not to a simple h.emisphere, but to a hemisph?ere on a cylinder, in view of the 
fact that some of the flow was separating along the cylinder at the higher rotative 
speeds. 
At the speeds of 39 and 55 ft per sec, mo'St of the values of the cavitation 
number were either 0.30 or 0.29, with a few at 0.27 and 0.26. Conditions at 30 ft. 
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CA../ /V = 0 V = 55 FPS N = 0 RPM 
W/V 3.4 V = 55 FPS N = 1800 RPM 
W/V = 4.8 V = 39 FPS N = 1800 RPM 
GU /V = 6.3 V = 30 FPS N = 1800 RPM 
UJ/V = 6.9 V = 55 FPS N = 3600 RPM 
Fig . 15 - Flow Behavior is a Function of the Ratio c.v/y of Rotative Speed to Stream Veloci_ty 
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c.u/V 9.7 v 39 FPS N = 3600 RPM 
c.u/V = 10.3 V = 55 FPS N = 5400 RPM 
GU/V 12.6 v 30 FPS N 3600 RPM 
GU/V = 13.7 V = 55 FPS N = 7200 RPM 
C.U/V = 14:5 V = 39 FPS N = 5400 RPM 
Fig. 16 - Flow Behavior is a Function of the Ratio c.v/y of Rotative Spee-d to Stream Velocity 
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CU/V 15.7 v 30 FPS N 4500 RPM 
CU/V = 18.8 V = 30 FPS N = 5400 RPM 
cu/v = 19.3 V = 39 FPS N = 7200 RPM 
cu/V 22.0 V 30 FPS N = 6300 RPM 
cu /V = 25.1 V = 30 FPS N = 7200 RPM 
Fig. 17 - Flow Behavior is a Function of the Ratio (.(j/Vof Rotative Speed to Stream Velocity 
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The Drag Coefficient is a Function of the Ratio of Rotative Speed to Stream Velocity 
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per sec were less stable. Most of the values of the parameter ranged from 0.30 
to 0.28. Detailed information on the cavitation numbers and the drag force is 
presented in Appendix I. 
The modification of the flow pattern at the nose shown in various of the photo-
graphs of Figs 15 through 17 is a phenomenon which appears to be associated with 
the type of flow condition. Wayland 9 has been studying the behavior of spinning 
spheres dropped into water. He has observed modification of the line of separation 
similar to that seen in the photographs. Associating this with the Reynolds number 
of the flow, he went to high Reynolds numbers without spin. He found that the separ-
ation point occurred ahead of the equator. However, when roughness was added to 
the nose, simulating an even higher Reynolds number, the region of separatio~ moved 
aft of the nose. This condition seems to be similar to the transition from a laminar 
to a turbulent boundary layer in the case of a sphere in air. 
Following this lead, the hemispherical nose was again m ounted 1n a stationary 
condition in the tunnel but off the balance and unshielded. At a constant cavitation 
number and to the maximum velocity used, 85 ft per sec, no obvious changes in the 
bubble occurred. Artificial roughness was not added. 
ANALYSIS 
No theoretical analysis appears to have been made of the flow surrounding 
bodies rotating about an axis parallel to an approaching stream. Although no solu-
tion of that problem is presented, some of the factors influencing the flow are con-
sidered and an indication is made of the nature of the effect each may be expected 
to produce. 
In cavity flow about a nonrotating object, the drag force is the resultant of the 
pressure forces and is influenced only slightly by viscous forces. This is seen 
from the fact that theoretical analyses, such as reported in reference 7, can make 
relatively accurate estimates of this force even though they assume an inviscid fluid. 
Pressure distributions obtained experimentally correspond closely to theoretical 
ones calculated for an ideal fluid f o r the forward portion of the body, the only 
portion in contact with the fluid under cavity conditions. 
When the behavior of the flow about a body rotating in a cavity is considered, 
the effects of viscosity must be taken into account. This readily follows from the 
fact that a body rotating about an axis parallel to the approach direction of an 
ideal, frictionless fluid could put no energy into the fluid for lack of a mechanism 
of energy transfer. HONever, observation readily shows that energy of rotation is 
imparted to a real fluid. In particular, the experimental work being reported indi-
cates very significant effects upon the flow produced by rotation of the body. With 
a hemisphere, a drop in drag, which is a function of the rotative speed, is found. 
Visual observation indicates important changes in the area of c o ntact of fluid and 
body. The drag coefficient is a function of the ratio of the rotative speed to the 
velocity of the undisturbed flow. On the othe r hand, neither of these effects is 
observed when a dis k is rotated in cavity flo w . For simplicity, consider a uniform 
flow at velocity, v, of a fluid over a thin flat plate of finite width but infinite length 
which itself has a velocity, u, norma 1 to that of the fluid, as seen in Fig. 19. A 
boundary layer will exist in the direction of the relative velocity, at an angle with 
the x:-direction of -1 ( V) 
<X = tan - u 
The resultant shear force will be a function of conditions in the boundary layer 
and will be in the direction of the relative velocity. The components of shear force 
in the x- andy-directions will depend upon the boundary layer conditions and be a 
function of the angle <X or the ratio v/u. 
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Fig. 19 
The conditions in the boundary layer can be identified by use of a Reynolds 
number Rx = Vx/ v, in which V is the relative velocity, x is the distance from the 
edge of the plate in the direction of the relative velocity, and vis the kinematic 
viscosity of the fluid. 
Similarity of stress conditions results when v /u and Rx are equal fo r two con-
ditions of flow. In the experimental work, Rx for a given point and a given v /u 
17 
varied somewhat due to the change in v. However, the variation was relatively small. 
The fact that Cn was the same function of the ratio of rotative speed to the speed of 
the approaching flow for all conditions for the hemispherical nose seems to follow 
from these considerations. They, however, do not take into account any change in 
the area of contact such as occurred. 
A Reynolds number for flow about a rotating sphere is presented in reference 4. 
It is a modification of the form Rx = Vx/v used for the flat plate. The relative ve-
locity at a point is evaluated as the vector sum of the meridional and peripheral ve-
locities based upon an inviscid fluid. The distance is evaluated in ter.:ys of the resul-
tant relative path. The new form is RR1= Rx/cos 2¢ in which <$1 .. tan (.Ur /1.5 V 0 , w 
is the angular velocity, r is the radius of the sphere and V 0 is the approach velocity. 
In addition to the above, the fluid about a rotating hemispherical nose is sub-
jected to an acceleration normal to the axis of rotation of magnitude r 6J 2, where r 
is the local radius of the body and w is the rotative speed. This will tend to pro-
duce a pressure gradient through the boundary layer and affect the pressure dis-
tribution. As seen in Fig. 20, the centrifugal acceleration ar can be considered as 
composed of the elements an, an acceleration normal to the flow at the surface and 
as, parallel with the flow. The former component will tend to produce a pressure 
change through the boundary layer. The latter component will act to accelerate the 
fluid in the boundary layer. 
r 
Fig. 20 ---t--L--t--
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A s the fluid progresses along t h e hemisphere it is subjected to a tangential 
accele ration in planes n ormal to the axis of r otation because it is being .brought 
into regions of increasing peripheral velocities due to its increasing distance from 
the axis of rotation. As a consequence its path and velocity at any point do not cor-
respond to the values det ermi ned from simple superposition. 
The shear stresses are proportional to the velocity gradient normal to the sur-
face. Representing the shear stress by r • the viscosity by 1-". and the velocity 
gradient normal to the surface by du/dy . r = p. du/dy. 
The velocity gradient normal to the surface of a stationary disk which is nor-
mal to a flow is a relatively flat one which steepens from the center to the peri-
phery. This implies the possibility of building up a relatively thick boundary layer 
on the surface of the disk when it is rotated. This indicates a small shear stress 
and little influence of the rotation upon the flow. This corresponds to observed 
results. 
The velocity gradient normal to the surface of a stationary hemisphere whose 
axis is parallel to the direction of flow is relatively steep and the boundary layer 
is thin. This indicates a high shear stress. However, in cavity flow the area sub-
jected to this stress is small. Rotation of the hemisphere about an axis parallel 
to the flow will change the velocity distribution in the boundary layer. It will also 
produce accelerations in planes normal to the axis of rotation. An expected con-
sequence of these influences is a modification of the pressure distribution. The 
observed results can be interpreted in these terms. However, a factor to consider 
is the possible change of flow conditions due to increased Reynolds number. 
EVALUATION 
An uncertainty of unknown magnitude exists in the data. However, although it 
reflects on the precision of the results, indications are that it is too small to com-
promise the validity of the basic observations and measurements. 
During these tests, readings were taken not only of the drag force but also of 
the cross-force and yawing-moment components. From the nature of the balance 
and symmetry of the test setup, at nominally zero yaw and pitch, it was expected 
that the cross-force component would produce a measure of the spin-decelerating 
moment and the yawing-moment component would register as zero. The actual re-
sults differed markedly from the predicted ones. A yawing moment which was a 
function of rotative speed and direction, and approach velocity, was observed. A 
cross force which was also a function of rotative speed and direction, and approach 
velocity, also occurred. The cross force, and seemingly the yawing moment. were 
not symmetrical in that not only the sig:J;l but the magnitude as well changed with 
direction of rotation. The yawing moment data showed considerable scatter. 
Some general conclusions about the behavior of forces and moments with re-
spect to direction of displacements can be drawn for a symmetrical body.lO In 
this case, the test shape and shielding were nominally symmetrical about a vertical 
plane through the axis of the model. For such conditions a change in direction of 
rotation should not affect the magnitudes of any of the forces or moments. It should 
change the direction of cross force, spin decelerating moment and yawing moment 
but. not of the drag force, lift force, or pitching moment. The behavior of the di-
rections of the forces was in accordance with this principle. The fact that the 
cross-force and yawing ~moment readings changed in absolute magnitude indicates 
the presence of asymmetry. The only asymmetry in the model with respect to the 
tunnel axis was a nose-up pitch of one minute of arc. Somewhat larger asymme-
tries existed in the shields. 
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The possibility of a pitching moment resulting from a component of·the force 
producing the asymmetric yawing moment and cross force must be considered since 
it would influence the drag reading of the balance system used. It has been concluded 
that no significant pitching moment existed. This conclusion is based upon the fact 
that the change in drag with rotative speed was independent of the approach veloci-
ty, whereas both the cross force and yawing moment were significantly dependent 
upon approach velocity. The vertical component of a generalized interference force 
at the nose would have to have been an inverse function of the approach velocity, 
while the cross-force and yawing-moment component would have been a direct 
function to account for the ::z;esults observed. 
Visual observations indicated a change in the flow conditions at the nose with 
rotation. Such a change can be expected to produce a change in the drag force. It 
is known that such changes in flow conditions occur in the absence of interference 
caused by such items as struts and shielding. 9 
The experimental work was not carried further, nor were the anomalous ef-
fects of asymmetry investigated, because the test unit motor failed. 
That the dye stripe painted on the nose for measuring rotative speed did in-
fluence the flow somewhat is indicated in Fig. 21. This occurred despite the thin-
ness of the stripe. In this photograph, near the top of the cavity, is seen a glassy 
stripe on the cavity surface. This stripe is emanating from the dye stripe on the 
nose. The effects of the stripe are not considered significant in terms of the 
forces measured. It was observed that the flow pattern remained fixed with re-
spect to the nose. No significant differences in measurements were observed 
whether the rotative speed was determined from observation of the dye stripe or the 
flow pattern without a stripe. 
Since cavities whose diameters were a significant fraction of the diameter of 
the test section were formed under test conditions, some consideration must be 
given to the influence of walls upon the flow and the data. Although the wall f:ffect 
has been evaluated analytically for the two-dimensional cavitation condition, 1 no 
similar investigation has yet been made of the three-dimensional case. However, 
it is understood that the case is now being analyzed. 
Even though information for correcting cavitation data has not been developed, 
the proximity of the test conditions to certain limiting conditions can be determined. 
These limiting conditions are ascertained from considerations of energy, con-
tinuity and momentum, as discussed in Appendix II. A maximum possible value 
of the ratio of object diameter to tunnel diameter exists for each combination of 
drag coefficient and cavitation number. By comparing the actual ratio of object 
to tunnel diameter with the limiting ratio, the proximity of actual to limiting con-
ditions is found. 
For the hemispherical nose, a K of 0.30 and a c 0 of 0.39, the limiting diame-
ter ratio d/D is 0.29. The actual d/D is 2.375/14.0 = 0.17. The ratio of actual to 
critical is 0.17/0.29 = 0.59. It is believed that this ratio is small enough to indi-
cate lack of measurable wall effects. For the truncated cone nose treated as a 
disk, C 0 is 1.01, and K is 0.25. The critical d/D is 0.15. The actual d/D is 1.25/14.0 
= 0.089. The ratio of actual to critical is 0.089/0.15 = 0.60. This is of the same 
order as for the hemispherical nose and assumed free of wall effects. 
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Fig. 21 - Stripe of Dye on Nose Produces Local Smoothing of Cavity Wall 
V = 55 ft per sec 
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APPENDIX I 
SUITll'nary of Data for Hemispherical Nose 
Run v N* D K 
ft/sec rpm lbs 
6 39.1 0 17.85 0.30 
+1800 17.97 0.30 
+3600 17.84 0.30 
+5400 16.38 0.29 
+7200 15.46 0.29 
+5400 16.12 0.29 
+3600 17.12 0.29 
+1800 17.93 0.29 
7 54.7 +1800 35.29 0.29 
+7200 33.17 0.28 
0 36.06 0.30 
+1800 35.49 0.30 
+3600 34.81 0.29 
+5400 34.16 0.29 
+3600 34.54 0.29 
+7200 33.02 0.30 
8 29.7 +1800 9.59 0.30 
+3600 9.64 0.30 
+5400 8.54 0.28 
+7200 7.54 0.24 
+6300 7.85 0.26 
+4500 8.91 0.28 
10 54.8 0 35.74 0.29 
-1800 35.48 0.29 
-3600 34.96 0.29 
-7200 33.20 0.29 
11 54.5 0 35.54 0.29 
-7200 32.27 0.29 
+7200 32.32 0.29 
12 38.9 0 17.71 0.30 
-1800 17.56 0.29 
-3600 16.91 0 .29 
-7200 14.89 0.27 
13 39.1 -5400 15.74 0.28 
-7200 15.46 0.28 
-3600 17.03 0.28 
+7200 14.98 0.27 
14 54.6 +5400 33.58 0.29 
22 29.3 0 9.94 0.30 
23 39.3 0 17.86 0.29 
-1800 17.63 0.29 
-3600 17.08 0.29 
-4500 16.68 0.29 
··5400 15.96 0.29 
* + represents clockwise rotation looking upstream. 
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APPENDIX II 
Limiting Conditions on Cavitation Studies 
in 
Closed-Section Circular Water Tunnels 
THE CHART OF LIMITING SIZE RATIOS 
Comparisons of conditions at which experiments in cavity flow are conducted 
with theoretical limiting conditions are aided by the use of the chart which is pre-
sented as Fig. 22. This chart facilitates determination of the maximum possible 
values of the ratio of the diameter of the test object to the channel diameter for 
any set of values of drag coefficient and cavitation number. Each maximum value 
of this ratio represents the theoretical limiting condition for operation for the 
given condition of cavitation number and drag coefficient. 
To use the chart, enter it at the bottom with the experimental or assumed 
value of the cavitation number and proceed upward to intersect the curve, inter-
polated if necessary, corresponding to the related value of the drag coefficient. 
At this level proceed to the left margin to read the associated value of d/D, the 
limiting ratio of object diameter to channel diameter. From the known dimen-
sions of the object and channel, determine the actual ratio of object diameter to 
channel diameter. Compare the actual ratio with the theoretical limiting ratio. 
If the values are close, consideration should be given to the effect of the finite 
size of the stream. If the actual ratio is considerably smaller than the limiting 
ratio, it is believed that the channel walls are producing no significant effect on 
the measured data. 
The limitation on this method is that neither experimental nor theoretical 
information is availablE! to indicate how close the actual ratio of diameters may 
approach the limiting ratio before the effect of the walls produces significant 
changes in the conditions being observed. However, until such information has 
been supplied to place the evaluation of wall effect on a sound basis, this method 
can serve to indicate how closely experimental conditions approach the theoretical 
limit. The actual ratio can be modified by changing the size of object or tunnel or 
both to keep it low. 
DEVELOPMENT OF CHART OF LIMITING SIZE RATIOS 
Relationship between Cavity Diameter and Channel Diameter 
Application of the principles of conservation of energy and mass to flow about 
a cavity in a closed conduit shows that a maximum value of the ratio of cavity di-
ameter to channel diameter or minimum value of the ratio of channel diameter to 
cavity diameter exists for each value of cavitation number. Consider the three-
dimensional case of a body in cavity flow with an incompressible liquid of density 
p in an enclosed circular stream and coaxial with it, as indicated in Fig. 23. Ap-
ply Bernoulli 1 s equation between a point sufficiently upstream to be essentially 
undisturbed, with velocity V 00 and pressure p 00 , and a point in the liquid at the 
maximum cross section of the cavity, with velocity V and pressure p , and ne-
glect friction losses c c 
Voot V z 
c p 
2 + Poo = p 2 
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The maximum velocity V c for a given bubble diameter occurs when a mini-
mum pressure exists uniformly across the channel cross section where the cavity 
diameter is a maximum. Because the curvature of streamlines along the bubble 
is convex outward from the axis of the cha~el, any pressure gradient which exists 
must be in the nature of an increase in pressure outward from the bubble to the 
tunnel wall. Thus, the minimum possible pressure is Pc the bubble pressure. 
We identify the cavitation condition by the value of the cavitation parameter K 
in which 
K = 
Poo_Pc 
Va:? 
p 2 
p 00 = pressure of the undisturbed approaching liquid 
P c = pressure at the wall of the cavity 
Vm = velocity of the undisturbed approaching liquid 
A given value of the cavitation number K fixes the relationship among the up-
stream pressure, the bubble pressure, and the upstream velocity. The velocity 
corresponding to the minimum possible pressure Pc at the cross section of the 
maximum bubble diameter equals the maximum possible velocity under this con -
dition. This must represent the condition of minimum possible cross section of 
flow or maximum possible cavity diameter. 
Applying the principle of continuity for an incompressible fluid, and desig-
nating the tunnel diameter by D and the bubble diameter at the maximum cross 
section of the cavity by d 
m 
Vc = Vm 
so that 
substituting 
K = 2 (J};J 1 
[(~J -I]' 
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and, finally 
This shows that the ratio of the tunnel diameter to the bubble diameter at its maxi-
mum cross section is a function only of the cavitation number. A graphical repre-
sentation of this equation is presented as Fig. 24. 
The curve forms the ideal lower limit of the ratio D/d at which operation is 
possible for a given cavitation number. This results from \1ie fact that, if the 
channel diameter, D, is considered fixed, the value of the bubble diameter used in 
the equation is the maximum physically possible for each value of K. 
The limits of the curve are readily found by substituting the appropriate val-
ues of Kin the equation for D/<;l • When K • 0, D/dm goes to infinity. This em-
phasizes the fact, seen in the firure, that the channel size required for a given 
cavity size becomes much greater for low values of the cavitation number than for 
larger values. This limit can also be deduced from the form of the cavitation par• 
ameter. For a fixed value of approach velocity, the numerator is a measure of 
the potential energy available for conversion into kinetic energy. As the value of 
25 
K decreases, the energy available for increasing the velocity of flow past the cavi-
ty aiso decreases. Thus a larger effective cross-sectional area of flow, or a 
larger D/d is required, When K goes to infinity, the ratio D/d reaches its lower 
m m 
limit of one, and the diameter of the bubble equals the diameter of the channel. 
The actual limiting value of D/d for a given value of K must be larger than 
the ideal one obtained from the figur~ This follows from the fact that a loss of 
head due to friction occurs between the upstream point at which Poo is measured 
and the point at which Pc is measured, The effective value of p 00 is less than 
the ideal value. Thus the potential energy available for conversion into kinetic 
energy is less in the actual case than in the ideal case for the same cavitation 
number. As a result the effective value of Kin the actual case for a given pres-
sure difference and velocity is less than in the ideal case. Lower values of K 
require larger values of the ratio D/d • 
m 
A cavity of smaller than critical size can exist at a given condition of cavi-
tation number and cavity pressur.e. This is the normal case. The bubble curva-
ture is greater than in the limiting case so that a positive pressure gradient ex-
tends outward from cavity to the tunnel wall, and a lower average velocity exists 
to correspond to the greater average pressure and increased cross-sectional 
area. 
Relation between Cavity Diameter and Object Diameter 
From consideration of the change in momentum caused by the test object, it 
is found that a specific value of the ratio of cavity diameter at its maximum cross 
section to test object diameter exists for each combination of drag coefficient and 
cavitation number. 
If a drag coefficient CD' is defined on the basis of the maximum cross-sectional 
area of ~e bubble, it has been shown by Reichardt6 that CD 1 = fK in which f = 1 -
0.132 K1 7• For the range of importance between K .. 0.1 and 1.0, the value off can 
be taken as 0.90 with an error of no more than 3 per cent. From the relationships 
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developed in reference 11, it is found that 
= in which 
dm is the diameter of the cavity at its maximum cross section for the specified 
value of cavitation number K and d is the object diameter which is used in calcu-
lating CD. This expression is presented graphically as Fig. 25 for a number of 
values of CD. 
The upper limit of the curves is infinity when K goes to zero. This empha-
sizes the rapid rate at which dm/d increases at low values of K. Although the 
lower limit of the curves is zero when K becomes infinite, it is seen that all 
curves have been terminated at a value of d /d of one. This is equivalent 
to stating that the minimurr- possible cavity "{f?a1neter equals the object diame-
teJ:. This may not be strictly correct since the cavity on a sphere may form 
downstream from the equator thus having a diameter smaller than that of the 
sphere. However, the theoretical analysis assumes that there are no pressure 
forces on the object which give an upstream force component. This consider-
ation requires that the cavity diameter be no smaller than the object diameter. 
The points of intersection of the curves of constant CD with the limiting 
condition of d /d do not appear to have any actual significance. In the ideal 
m 
case, they should represent the conditions of K and CD at which a cavity forms 
or collapses behind the object. Although no specific experiments have been made 
to investigate this, published data8 indicate that this does not occur. Data for a 
2-caliber ogive give a curve of rising CD with Kanda CD of 0.26 at a K of 0.36. 
The chart predicts collapse when K is 0.29 for a CD of 0.26. 
The effect of the test section walls is to modify the pressure distribution 
in the stream about the cavity. From the analysis of the two-dimensional case 
it is found that this results in an upstream force. Thus the effect is equivalent 
to an increase in the drag and coefficient of drag of the body. From the ex-
pression for dm/d, it is seen that an increase in drag coefficient increases the 
ratio dm/d for a given value of K. Another way of looking at this is that the ef-
fect of walls is equivalent to decreasing the value of K for a given CD, thus in-
creasing the value of d /d. 
m 
Relationship between Channel Diameter and Object Diameter 
By combining the factors which have been developed, the relationships be-
tween cavity and channel diameters and between cavity and object diameters, 
an expression for the interdependence of object size d and channel size D is 
obtained. 
[ii 
d/D • \} Co 
-J K+l :-vw 
Values of d/D as functions of K for several values of C have been presented as 
Fig. 22. For a given K and CD condition, the chart givJt the maximum value of 
d/D for which operation is ideally possible. It indicates the constricting effect 
of the walls. 
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Since the effect of friction can be interpreted in terms of a decreased value 
of K, it is seen that the limiting relative object size d/D for a given CD is less 
for a real liquid than for an ideal one. The walls modify the pressure distribution 
in the stream. This has been interpreted as being equivalent to an increase in the 
drag coefficient. This results in a larger relative cavity size for a given cavi-
tation number, This also indicates a smaller limiting value of d/D than in the 
ideal case. 
The upper limiting curve results when the condition that dm/d is never less 
than one is applied. Since 
1, the limiting condition is 
K 
d/D = 
K+l + \) K+l 
With the information which has been developed, it is possible to determine the 
limiting ratio of object diameter to· channel diameter for any value of K and CD. 
The pr.eliminary approach is to assume that, if under the conditions of actual oper-
ation, the value of the ratio of object to channel diameters is not close to the limit-
ing one, there need be no fear of wall effects, On the other hand, if the ratios ap-
proach one another closely, wall effects may be playing a significant role. Un-
fortunately, neither theoretical nor experimental information as yet indicates how 
close the actual ratio can come to the theoretical ratio before wall effects must 
be considered. 
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